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The impact of modern dairy farming on the Whinchat: a case study in the 

Italian Alps
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A00(%)*# G, B*(4,#&&( M, P!)*#%# P 2019: The impact of modern dairy farming on the Whinchat: a case study in the 

Italian Alps. WhinCHAT 4, 67-74.

In Italy the Whinchat breeds in the Alps and more locally, with isolated populaF ons, along the Apennines. Its naF onal 

populaF on has been esF mated at between 10,000-15,000 pairs and the species is considered to have “bad” conserva-

F on status. Since detailed studies on the potenF al causes of this decline at the naF onal scale are lacking, we started a 

study in the Italian Alps (TrenF no) to understand whether and how the dramaF c management changes in the livestock 

system have impacted the species. 

We compared Whinchat mean densiF es at 63 landscape plots with those reported from other Alpine studies and ana-

lysed the species’ environmental preferences in relaF on to landscape (composiF on and structural elements), manage-

ment (meadow ferF lizaF on and mowing calendar), topographic (slope and elevaF on) and spaF al predictors. Shedding 

light on its ecological requirements, we idenF fy possible causes of long-term decline as well as possible conservaF on 

strategies.

Mean territory density of Whinchats (0.75 territory/10 ha) was found to be lower than most other esF mates obtained 

in the Alps. Meadow conversion into other crops and modern livestock husbandry (i.e. fi rst mowing performed before 

the end of the third week of June, made possible by meadow overferF lizaF on) have likely contributed to regional de-

pleF on of Whinchat populaF ons, especially below 900-1000 m asl.

To date, in the Italian Alps, no specifi c plans or conservaF on projects have been implemented to counteract the 

Whinchat’s decline; thus, targeted strategies for sustainable mountain development are urgently needed to conserve 

this species. 

1 Introduc! on 

The Whinchat (Saxicola rubetra) in Italy breeds 

in the Alps and more locally, with isolated popu-

laF ons, along the Apennines, from the Province 

of Pavia (N Italy) to the Sila mountains in Calabria 

(B*#3X!++# . F*(3(00$ 2008).

Its naF onal populaF on was esF mated between 

10,000 - 15,000 pairs (B#*)L#2! I%+!*%(+#$%(& 

2017, B*#3X!++# . F*(3(00$ 2008) and the spe-

cies is considered to have a “bad” conservaF on 

status (G]0+#% et al 2016); in fact, it experienced 

a 48.9% decline between 2000-2017 (L#_] 2018), 

more marked at  lower elevaF ons (B*#3X!++# . 

F*(3(00$ 2008). 

Although detailed studies at the naF onal scale 

are lacking, the potenF al causes of this decline 

are most likely to be: 

i) loss and fragmentaF on of breeding habitat, 

due to conversion and urbanizaF on in the valley 

bo  ̀oms and to land abandonment at higher ele-

vaF on; 

ii) the modernizaF on of tradiF onal livestock sys-

tems; 

iii) the use of pesF cides; 

and iv) the loss of perches (B*#3X!++# . F*(3(00$ 

2008). 

In the Italian Alps, dramaF c management chan-

ges in the livestock system occurred in the last 

40-50 years, and these impacted the whole bird 

community and specifi cally some species typical 

of hay meadows, including the Whinchat. The lat-

ter used to be common in mountain grasslands, 

and in parF cular in hay-meadows at lower eleva-

F ons, where it is now almost completely absent 

(A00(%)*# et al 2019b). This moF vated research 

on this species in TrenF no (NE Italy), which was 

recently published (A00(%)*# et al 2019a). We re-

port here a synthesis of the main fi ndings of this 

study.
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2 Study area, design, and methods

The research was performed in Trento province 

(NE Italy; approxima� vely: 45.67-46.51° N; 10.51-

11.96° E). Lying within a wide al� tudinal belt 

(65-3764 m asl), the province territory is mainly 

mountainous, with only 8.5% lying below 500 m, 

and 19.9% above 2000 m. Secondary grasslands 

(i.e. hay-meadows and pastures) occur, inters-

persed with woodland, crops and urban areas, 

above 250 m and more commonly between 800 

and 2,000 m. Among these, hay-meadows cover 

roughly 200 km2 (3.3% of the province surface; 

14.8% of the U� lised Agricultural Area; ISTAT 

2010) and are mostly found below 1,600 m. 

From 1990 to 2010, the overall extent of hay-me-

adows in Tren� no almost halved (Provincia Auto-

noma di Trento 2017), while the number of live-

stock units slightly increased (at least between 

2000-2010), entailing a considerable increment 

in stocking rate (L� N���� et al 2015,S�����! et al 

2012). In 2010, 54,927 Livestock Units were cen-

sused in the province, spread over c.1,400 farms 

(L� N���� et al. 2015). At low eleva� on (<1,500 

m) rural abandonment was lower than in other 

areas in the Alps, and in recent years changes in 

meadow cover were mainly due to conversion 

into other crops, mostly orchards and vineyards 

(M�"#!# et al 2011, S�"�#$�!�&�" et al 2007). 

The Whinchat was surveyed along 63, 200m-

long, linear transects, sca' ered over nine areas 

representa� ve of the meadow-dominated land-

scapes of Tren� no, between 310 and 1,565 m. 

Bird survey and collec� on of environmental vari-

ables were performed within 100 m-buff er from 

the transect (surface: 7.15 ha). These landscape 

plots became the sampling units (SU) of the stu-

dy and were selected according to a stra� fi ed 

design: 21 in meadow landscapes that recently 

were partly converted into other agricultural 

land-use (maize, fruit orchards, vineyards, hor-

� cultural crops, and greenhouses); 20 SUs in in-

tensive hay-meadows [species-poor meadows, 

highly fer� lized (85-420 kg N ha-1 year-1), mown 

2-3 � mes/year]; fi nally, 22 SUs were dominated 

by extensive hay-meadows [species-rich mea-

dows, not or poorly fer� lized (0-150 kg N ha-1 

year-1), subject to only one or, rarely, two cuts 

per year]. 

Whinchats were surveyed during three visits to 

each SU in the 2017 breeding season (12-24.05; 

13-23.06; 2-12.07). 

We mapped all the fi rst contacts with every bird 

inside the 100-m buff er on updated aerial pho-

tographs (scale 1:2500). Such a method is con-

sidered quite reliable and precise, because it 

forces the observer to pay a' en� on to the exact 
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Fig. 1: Eff ect of the percentage cover of early mown meadows (a) and eleva� on (b) on the number of whinchat 

territories. The red line shows the al� tudinal limit of the species in the meadows of Tren� no. n=63.
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loca� on of each individual, reducing the risk of 

double counts of the same birds and easily avo-

iding those outside the plot. This is par� cularly 

true for conspicuous species, such as the Whin-

chat, which usually perch on exposed song-posts 

during the breeding season. From these counts, 

we obtained the number of Whinchat territories 

per each SU based on reproduc� ve and territo-

rial behaviour, interac� ons between individuals 

and simultaneous contacts (A������! et al 2018, 

B�"#$� et al 2012). We calculated the average 

breeding density (number of territories/10 ha) 

within the sampled SUs, as an overall value as 

well as a% er the exclusion from the computa� on 

of the landscape plots with converted meadows. 

At each SU we also recorded environmental vari-

ables belonging to four diff erent sets: landscape 

(landcover and structural characteris� cs), mea-

dow management, topography, and spa� al. 

For details on the fi eld and sta� s� cal methods, 

the reader can refer to A������! et al (2019a).
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Average number 

of territories or 

pairs/10 ha

Study area Habitat Year(s) Reference

0,55 Malles, Alto Adige - ITALY Hay-meadows 2011 B!��$� et al 2015

0,75 Tren� no (plot of converted 

meadow included) - ITALY

Hay-meadows 2017 present study

0,75 Alto Adige - ITALY Wet meadows 1975 B�!*+$33! 4 F��*���" 2008

1 Tren� no (plot of converted 

meadow excluded) - ITALY

Hay-meadows 2017 present study

1.19 Valsassina, Lecco - ITALY Hay-meadows and 

pastures

2010 B�;;! et al 2015

1.8 Cansiglio - ITALY Hay-meadows 1996 B�!*+$33! 4 F��*���" 2008

2 Prealps, Brescia - ITALY - 1986 B�!*+$33! 4 F��*���" 2008

2.5 Alps, Novara - ITALY - 1963 B�!*+$33! 4 F��*���" 2008

2.7 Valsesia, Vercelli - ITALY Wet pasture 1993 B�!*+$33! 4 F��*���" 2008

3.25 Vanoise - FRANCE Hay-meadows 2004 B�"#$� 2009

4 Ecrins - FRANCE Hay-meadows 2004 B�"#$� 2009

4.4 Goms Valley, Valais - 

SWITZERLAND

Hay-meadows 2011-2012 S3�$>$? et al 2015

1.25-1.5 Varese - ITALY Mountain heathland ´80 B�!*+$33! 4 F��*���" 2008

2 - 7 Italian central Alps - ITALY - ´70-´80 B�!*+$33! 4 F��*���" 2008

3 - 4 Lessinia - ITALY Hay-meadows 1991 B�!*+$33! 4 F��*���" 2008

5 - 6 Valle d‘Aosta - ITALY - 1996 B�!*+$33! 4 F��*���" 2008

0.4 - 1.26 Ossola, Piemonte - ITALY Pastures 2000 - 2002 B�!*+$33! 4 F��*���" 2008

0.4 - 1.26 Val Buscagna, Verbania, ITALY Nardus grassland 2000 - 2002 B�!*+$33! 4 F��*���" 2008

0.6 - 1.2 Mendriso@ o - SWITZERLAND - ´80 B�!*+$33! 4 F��*���" 2008

2.54 - 1.48 Mendriso@ o - SWITZERLAND Hay-meadows and 

pastures

1987-1988 

and

2009-2010

K"��$� et al 2017

3.9 declined to 0.5 Engadine - SWITZERLAND (plot 

with at least a territory present)

Pastures with 

shrubs

´70 and 

2006

B�!*+$33! 4 F��*���" 2008

4.1 and then stable Valcamonica, Brescia - ITALY Hay-meadows 1988 and 

2000 - 2002

MJ??$� et al 2015

4.16 declined to 2.23 Alpe Devero, 

Verbania (1997-2002) - ITALY

Hay-meadows 1997 to 

2002

B�!*+$33! 4 F��*���" 2008

8.1 declined to 3.6 Vnà, Engadine - SWITZERLAND Hay-meadows 1988 and 

2002

MJ??$� et al 2015

Tab. 1: Whinchat densi� es at several study areas in the Alps retrieved from literature. Densi� es from this study 

are also given for comparison
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3 Results and discussion

We found 34 Whinchat territories (range: 0-5 

per landscape plot), of which 4 were defended 

only in May and then excluded from subsequent 

analyses. The es� mates of territory density ob-

tained from this study (0.75 territory/10 ha - 1 

territory/10 ha excluding SUs with converted me-

adow cover) are lower than the majority of other 

density es� mates obtained in the Italian, Swiss 

and French Alps (Tab. 1). Although cau� on is ne-

cessary when comparing bird densi� es obtained 

from diff erent studies, which are likely to have 

been carried out with diff erent methods, in diff e-

rent habitats, and during diff erent periods, such 

a comparison may be useful for a fi rst appraisal 

of the species’ status in the study area.

In the study area, the Whinchat was confi rmed 

to be a pure open-habitat dweller, since it was 

nega� vely associated with isolated trees, hedge-

rows, and woodland cover. 

Meadow conversion into other crops is a driver 

of habitat loss and fragmenta� on, which have 

a recognized nega� ve eff ect on biodiversity 

(F!"#$%& ' L!*+%*268%& 2007; W!%<6*+ et al 

2005). Whinchats were completely absent from 

partly converted landscapes and this variable ne-

ga� vely aff ects the species, in accordance with 

similar results for the whole avian community of 

hay meadows in the region, suppor� ng the evi-

dence that par� al conversion of meadows into 

other crops determined the reduc� on, and fi -

nally the disappearance, of grassland specialists 

from the community (A""6*+&! et al 2019b).

Considering meadow management, Whinchat 

abundance was nega� vely associated with the 

cover of early mown (cut before the third week 

of June) meadow (Fig. 1a). For the Whinchat, the 

nega� ve associa� on with earlier mowing, which 

determines high levels of nest loss or direct im-

pact on female and nestling survival, was wide-

ly recognized as a major driver of decline in a 

number of studies (B&!>"#$<! et al 2006, B&@8%& 

2009, G&D%EH%& et al 2008 and 2015, MDHH%& et 
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Fig. 2: Wide extents of uninterrupted, low-intensity, fl ower-rich hay meadows represent the favourite habitat of 

the Whinchat in Tren� no (NE Italy). Here, the highest densi� es of the species in the study area are found. Mulini 

Baldon, Val di Fiemme. 20.06.2017 (Photo: © G. A""6*+&!).
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al 2005). Whinchat territory abundance was po-

si� vely associated with eleva� on (Fig. 1 b); this 

was expected because at higher eleva� on mea-

dows are mown later in the season, allowing this 

grass-nes� ng species to complete its breeding 

cycle (A������! et al 2019b, B��"#!$$� % P&��!-

�! 2011). In the study area, Whinchats were not 

found below 930 m asl. The eleva� on pa' ern is 

very diff erent from the one found less than 30 ye-

ars ago (1986-1995), when the species regularly 

bred below 1,000 m and occasionally even below 

500 m (P&��!�! et al 2005). Our results suggest 

that the recent dairy sector transforma� ons, and 

the associated modifi ca� ons of meadow mowing 

calendar, have likely turned once favourable ha-

bitats for Whinchat (and likely also for other spe-

cies with similar ecological requirements) into 

unfavourable ones, probably wiping out en� re 

local popula� ons of these once common grass-

land species. Similar results were reported from 

other studies. In Switzerland, Germany, Austria 

and France, Whinchats almost disappeared from 

lowland habitats (M/$$&� et al 2005). B�47&� 

(2009) set at 1,200 m the upper eleva� on limit of 

the nega� ve infl uence of mowing on the Whin-

chat in France, considering meadows located in 

the eleva� on interval of 1,000-1,200 m asl as a 

possible refuge for the species. The same author 

suggested that in the belt between 1,200 and 

2,000 m, 80% of juveniles have fl edged by July  

10-20, whereas M/$$&� et al (2005) at 1,160m in 

Engadine suggested that 75% have fl edged by 30 

June - 4 July. T4"& % D&��? (2012) found that, 22 

days a@ er hatching, 80% of the nestlings are safe-

ly fl edged and are able to fl y away from mowing 

machines; on this basis, SC�&#&$ et al (2015), in 

a study conducted in Valais (1350-1550 m), sug-

gest that 80% of the nestlings are safely fl edged 

by 6 July. 

That densi� es recorded above 1,000 m in our 

study were also low appear to confi rm concerns 

that farmland “Alpine refuges” are no longer ac-

� ng as true refuges for farmland birds, and speci-
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Fig. 3: In Val di Non the fi rst cut of the year is generally performed before the end of the third week of June. 

This has led to the almost complete ex� nc� on of Whinchat in this area. In this picture, it is also possible to see 

the meadow “conversion front” into apple orchards. Raina di Castelfondo (1000 m). 18.06.2017 (Photo: © G. 

A������!).
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fi cally for the Whinchat (A�����! 2007, K"�#$� 

et al 2017). 

In-fi eld meadow intensifi ca% on level (based on 

meadow typology and hence on liquid manure 

disposed on meadows) seems to be less rele-

vant than early-mowing and eleva% on in deter-

mining pa& erns of occurrence and abundance 

of Whinchats. However, over fer% liza% on and 

mowing chronology are strictly related in a po-

si% ve feedback: the use of high amounts of fer% -

lizers increases meadow produc% vity and brings 

forward mowing, increasing the number of cuts 

per year, and also sustains larger numbers of 

(more produc% ve) cows, which in turn produ-

ce more manure that is disposed on meadows, 

further increasing their produc% vity (A''�#*�+ et 

al 2019b, S�"//"# et al 2014). Considering two 

studies conducted in the Swiss Alps on Whinchat, 

B�+/'��3+ et al (2006) suggested that the species 

is nega% vely aff ected by the joint eff ects of mo-

wing and arthropod reduc% on due to meadow 

intensifi ca% on; S/�$8$< et al (2015) did not fi nd 

such an eff ect, sugges% ng that, in an early stage 

of intensifi ca% on, early mowing is the most rele-

vant threat to the species. 

Finally, Whinchat abundance was likely in-            

fl uenced by the joint eff ects of landscape charac-

teris% cs and management intensity, which exp-

lain the higher amount of varia% on (along with 

spa% al pa& erns). However, most ‘landscape’ best 

predictors (i.e. number of isolated trees, hedge-

row length) are infl uenced by agricultural ma-

nagement.

5 Conclusions

To date, in the Italian Alps, no specifi c plans or 

conserva% on projects have been performed to 

counteract the Whinchat decline (nor of other 

mountain meadow birds). Agri-environment 

schemes in the framework of Rural Development 

Programmes, designed for the maintenance of 
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Fig. 4: Juvenile whinchat at the margin of an extensive meadow. The fi rst hay cut of the season has just been 

performed, the youngster already fl edged. Altopiano del Celado (1100 m, TN). 10.07.2017 (Photo: © G. A'-

'�#*�+).
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meadows, proved (in Italy and elsewhere) inef-

fec� ve in hal� ng the decline of species of con-

serva� on concern (B�����!!� " P#$��%� 2013, 

B�&'#� et al 2014). Therefore other strategies are 

desirable to address this conserva� on issue from 

a diff erent perspec� ve (A++�%$�� et al 2019b). 

Targeted plans for sustainable mountain develop-

ment are urgently needed. These should include 

self-sustaining dairy micro-economies, based on 

the promo� on of the local specifi c characteris� cs 

(“buy local”), which can enhance product quali-

ty, while promo� ng the maintenance of tradi� -

onal landscapes, which in turn favour tourism 

and other recrea� onal ac� vi� es, and, hopefully, 

grassland biodiversity. These ini� a� ves should be 

recognized, sustained (by e.g. dedicated measu-

res in the framework of Rural Development Pro-

grammes), controlled by public authori� es and 

guaranteed by means of dedicated quality brand 

and cer� fi ca� on for the producers, highligh� ng 

the support for biodiversity and mountain tradi-

� onal agriculture given by a product, which in 

turn jus� fi es its higher cost.
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